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s:iJlluJ,taneous thermaJ. and mass d:if'f'usion' in a symmetricaJJ;y- h{l8.ted porous
solid. This equation has alre~ been Ciisou,!!sed by Buben (1) and its
application to the self ignition of fibre insulating board and wood is
desoribed here. Some of the numerical values of the relevant parameters
are derived for fibre insulating board and wood. and they shoW. that fibre
insulating board is suffioiently porous for there to be a sharp ignition
point thermall,y oontrolled. The oritical ignition parameters for fibre
insulating board, and dust piles whioh are more po~S but equally
reactive and exothennio.are theoretically little affeoted by whether or
not the reaction is oxygen. dependent. If the reaction requires o:x;ygen
there is.a temperature jump to a region where o:x;ygen availabiJ4ty controls
the reaction. Calculated values are obtained from the theory for the
temperature jump on the assumption that there is no exhaustion of reactant
in the solid frame.
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1. Introduction

The problem to be discusSed is the relative importanoe of the dif'f'usion
of heat and oxygen in the self-,heating and ignition. of fibre insulating board
and wood. In the absence of definite information as to the role of oxygen in
self-heating this paper explores' some of the consequences of' the, assumption.'
that the heat generation in self-heating :is o:x;ygen dependent. OnLY' quaJ.itative
oonclusions can be drawn at present but it can ,be shown·t1:Jat. with, certain
simplifying as5Ullll't~ons an equation can be, derived which has been discussed
alrewtr by Buben ~ 1) andwhi:ch demonstrates certain well known features of
the ignition of various combustible solids. We assume (a) that within any
elementluyvolume the temperatures of the solid and the gases in the pores
within the solid 'are the same, (b) that the reaction is zero-order with
respel'lt to the solid, and of order "m" with respect to o:x;ygen and (c) that
it obeys the Arrhenius !B.w. We shall discuss here only the case of
symmetrical heating.

We write:~ ,
r the half' thickness of a slab or radius of the cylinder or sphere
T absolute temperature
E activation energy
R the universaJ, gas constant
x the dist8.Ilge from :the centre of the slabs cylinder or sphere
~. the heat of. reaction per unit volume of oxygen at N.T.P.
m·- rate of consumption of oxygen, mass per unit volume of gas phase per see ,
€- the porosity of the solid
s surfaee per unit volume
f a pre-exponential' faotor of. dimensions length/time
IJ is the density of o:x;ygen
K the thermal conductivity of the material
D the gaseous dif'f'usion coefficient
w the concentration of o:x;ygen by volume of gas phase
....] the !B.placian operation ~:. .... $., l.t, and k is o, 1 and 2

~/:<..., "',. d.ot:.:

for the B1.a.b" ,cylinder and sphere respeOtively.

The heat transfer equation for a symmetrically heated body
- r <:Y.. e . r is thus, for the steady state

." f. . IIIJ:!> .:,~, p

'"
The mass dif~sion equation is

and

JIIf .-:;....:!-
/'

<"-~ = 0.66 ,~. ~,

•••• 0 0

o 0 ••• 0



...... (4)

a fomula given by Penman (2) for the diffusion coefficient of a solid of
poJ;'Osity (- in tel'ljls)of the coefficient Do in air. Results given by
Dye and Dallavllle l3 suggest that this may slightly underestimate D. The
coefficient oould net exceed 1.0 so there is at most a 50 per cent error here.

The reaction equation for 'a reaction of order limn on the internal surface
of the solid, negleoting changes in total pressure, may be written

-~"...
11 !'... 1'., '

.M1' = /~.,. '-'J •.r. -e, .

2. TheoretioaJ.

Prom equations (1) and (2)

.,. '~,

,k:'VT -+ cr.h \j 4) =- 0

The boundary oonditions are

• • • • • • (5) ..

=-,0
_ 6

T - {",

so that from (5) we have

4i tw'.-
Henoe

As an appro:x:l.mation (4) we replaoe

......

where k and ;Z~ are respeotively 0 and 2.4 for a slab, 1 and 1.'7 for a
oylinder and 2 and 3,.0 for a sphere.
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The values Of:<1 quoted are Prank Kaaenetski.L' s effeotive. transfer
coefficients (4) which" although distorting slightly the temperature
distribution" .are chosen to give the correct value of the critical
parameter in the case without mass transfer. T.J1us· ."' . . .

"/C\i f ~; (:.. "\""'1t..,~~ e"~ -;:. t.T (\ __

~'(. .

which is of the form

J •

...... (8)

where

and

:~~ f WJ~ r \ .,... 1.

\<' .:(~ t \ t- f:J
1"'\

l.~ '1) ,,:;,

(9)

....... (10)

3• Applioation of theor:j
" .

3.1. Existence of sl1a.l:y' ignition )2oint

For fib~ insulating board

K =" 1.2 x 10-4 cal cm-1 ~-1 5-1 .
Q is of order 2 cal em3 of oXJ7'gen (5) - a value obtained for

coal and aasumed in this problem to be the same for: wood. ]£

Wo :: 0.21
Do = 0.18 cm2sec-1

/.. :!' 0,,8C •

Hence B .... 0.003
•

l£ This is of the aame order as the heat released :in the oxidation of
carbon, For the mono::x:i.de ,it is 2.6 and the dioxide 4.4 calories/co.
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A larger estimate qf D would reduce B.

Equation (8) has ~en studied by Bube~ (1). The relation between T and.
To is shown diagraJllDl8.tically in Fig. 1.

t.-_ ..
'6

Fig. 1. Characteristic self-heating curve

- '

Buben sbOWB tha~ t,here ,is a condition.which must be satisfied in the following
discussion viz. that E/m\S~4- butt!~'..nprmaJ. values of E and T this is always
satisfied. More important ,if . (Q7c"-1 there are no critical Fints (CuIVe
(a) in Fig. 1) but "if 8H.t;,~<;.i there are two points (X) and (Y) which divide
the steadjy" state equilibrium into three k::Lnds, 'a thermally controlled. regime,
an o~en diffusion controlled' regime, and an unstable regime separating the
first two. (o)~·Fi.g. '1:~' \ .

We can il1us~rate the significance' of these as follows. Suppose heating
takes place in an oven in whion ~o is raised very slowly so t~t the material
can be regarded as al-ways' in equiJ.ibrium on C'\tI"re (b) near the origin. Here
it is the thermal balance which is important. As To rises T - To rises and
eventually point (X) is zeaohed, Further increase in To must cauae a jump to
(Y) where in the new equilibrium the predominant role is played. by the limitation
to the o:x;yg~n supply. It is this jump which is the sharp ignition point. In
practioe, Ei.nQtl?-er reaction may become important at ..the higher temperatures but
this would not af'feot the prinoiple of the argument.. The reverse happens on
ooo;I.ing, only the jump is from (r) to (X). Clearly as B becomes larger the
oritioaJ. points become less well defined.

For fibre insulating board. E = 25,000 so that

BRI'02.-.." 0.07
E

which is less tmm 9.25 so that there is a sharply def~Q. oritical ignition.
It is indeed observed that after igniti(~ln in a furnace ~6) the rate of rise of
temperature of fibre insulating board rises rapidlY for a t:iJne and then falls
until the charring reaches the outside surf'ace - when presumably the o:x;ygen
supply. can increase rapidly because of the cracking that has occurred in the
charcoal•.

There' are some data fOf the dif'fusivity of hydrogen and carbon dioxide
in air for different woods ~ 7) both along and across the grain.
Across the gmin the diffusivit:i.es for Liydrogen are of order

2 x 10--4. to 5 x 10-4- crrJ2./s



Along the grain tl1ere is a considerable variation f'rom wood to wood.
For Norway spruce, Douglas Fir and quiok grown As!i,' Dhas .a. vaJ.ueof.'
order 0.12 for hydrogen. S:j.nce Do for hydrogen is 0.61 ana. for' o:icygen
in air 0.18 we must reduce the above wJ.ue by this· ratio 0.t8/0.6,1..:to:;
obtain values for Qxygen and we..conclude that if the only' diffusiori'~s
across the grain there can be no sharp ignition points in. wood. .Even,
allowing for diffusion along the grain it is doubtful if for. the: named
woods there oould be shazp ignition points. However, for Beech, PoPlar
and slow grown Ash the diffusional flow of gas is 10 - 100 times greater
than for Spruce, Douglas' Fir and fast grown ash. If an appreciable proportion
of the exposed surface were end grain, one might expect a sharp ignition point
for these woods.

3.2. Critical vaJ.ues of the temperature rise
. .

'Buben has disCussed these equations for a.rv vaJ.ue .of "m"~:
c. Proceeding in the same wa:y equation (8) may be written .' ',.,

--' 6.~- ltr~ ,~-- ~

,4 <:: v -= I( (11)
{( ~ ,¥,.j'"

i.e. where s '? ~ and x = ~(T-To)

Let

Dif'f'erentiation of equation (11) leads, when Jf!.
t&.;: 1. ..

..... ., ~(~ -0 . C"11l-
'1..- = .-----'--=-....;..-=-_.::tt:- +',}) l t'Za.,_... 5>-"',

~, j-
-=JI< ~& .......

~

is put equal to zero, to

•••••• (12)

and

.

, '.

From equation (12) we then have the equation for the 'oritical .va:J.~es

It can be shown (1) that ~1 <.' ~ is a necessary condition -tJiouill not a
sufficient one for there '\;0 be ,critical values of e. For "m" equal to unity
it follows f'rom (13) that the critical vaJ.ues are

~ _ 1- 2-:; 1:. J" /- I+-'7 - 4 c

2.~-k.;J

Now

i~e. C must be less thari 0.20. If Y is assumed zero, the critical vaJ.ue of C,
as mentioned above 'equals 0.25. .
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•••••• (14)

For values of y and 0 pertaini~ tofib~ ~ating board i.e. 0.04 and 0.1
respeoti!,e~, the oriticaJ. i¢tion-~X occurs at e equal to 1.26, a
26 per oent greater temperature rise than would occur if gaseous diffusion were
neglected (i.e. m =0). This increase is, however, dependent on the value of
"m" but the effect is not large.. This can be readily shown to be so for the
limiting case y = 0 (for very large activation energies i.e. negleoting {j((~::,/)
Thus we have from equation (13) with y zero

-;;-------=:-----
/ - (ht-lj C ::t J [1- (1M "de] z-- 'I- C

...:te
the negative sign. :tnd.icating the iSnit,ion point X. ~tion (14) shows that
there are only oritical values to Eb 1£"0 is less than (1 +Tm).J2. For c

'. equaJ. to (1 + .Jii)-2, the critical value of 00 is ~qual to 1 +[m. FOr C = 0.1.;.
acobta:in ValUes1ot:IO for various values g~ a, These values are given in'Table I.;

TAmE I'

6, 19(.
m , '""e .. 0-1 I!' ~,;.~,I

0 1~O 1~O
0.5 1.07 1.71
1.0 1.11 2~0

1.5 1.20 2.22
2 1.30 2.41

Grit

These values of 6c ha~)been derived by tlie approximation' of 'equation (7) and are
too low, the, results \4 for m =,0 being ~c equal to 1.2 - 1.61 f<?r t~ slab and.
the sphere respeotive~~ when. the temperature .distribution is not approximated.
The resuJ.ts in Table I show, however, that the effeot of oXjygen diffusion on these
values is not large.

3 .3 • The ontical values of the ignition )?8.I!lIleter J .,
From these results we· oonclude that for low, values of "m" the

... or.1tioal vaJ.ue of- 'o'is of order uni~-,a.na. that it ,is 'permissible to
replace ..,.p - tJlkT by -s.,p'"~i I< ~ ~ t~ a first approximation.
We then have equation (8) beoomi.Dg 'CJ

.--€:..- QI--~J: Ae.• e« r. = ~ ft ql-- fg) .l,. =
'<f: • . ' o_. C {})111

The l,eft-hand. side of this equation is simjJar to the ~ll~
parameter 0' which must be l.ess than a maximum value tf.. for ignition
not to take pla.ce. For zero "m", 0, has the oorrect ofitio8.l vaJ.ues of
0.88, 2.0 and 3.32 for the slab, cylinder am sphere (4). We define
these vaJ.ues for zero "m" by Ou so that :t~e oritical value of (; , cS'~

" is' obtained from the ma.xi.mu.m vaJ.ue of 0'/J;, where .
r/ IJ 1_t9
d~ -e '

cr,: c:: (1_ c ~~ •••••• (15)
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Differentiation 'of equation (is) With :respect,to a gives the
oharaoteristic equation ident~oaJ. with equation'(14) - the '.
negative sign being ta~n. It has been pointed out above th.a:.t :for
any "m" there is a maximum :value of C above which there is' rio '
critioal state. This therefore defines a maximum""y~. for each
value of m. FrOm equations (14) and (15) we obtain the' foll~
numerical results for three values of C, 0.1 and 0.2 and. (1 + rm)-2

TABLE 2

Values of
... l.

m C = 0.1 0 = 0.2 0 = (1 + {m)-2
. .~ .:. ,.

~.l. I I I'

o 1.0 1.0 1.0 , ,

',-

.1 1 .12 1 .30 1 .4.7 .... ~ ..

2

3

1.27

1.48

2.12

,- I

, 2.78
-. -

.' / I. I

The effect of "m" on dil(i~"~t '~rf~;-~ f:irst order"reaotion and the
most important effect of the inclusibn of mass transfer is to restriot. the
range of physical and chemical. propehies 'where oritical values of .'
and. e can occur. "

3.4. The ignition ',;zuirm

In oonnezdon vrlth Fig. 1 it was:'~int~d out. tha~1 heating t"he' materiai
slowlJr enough for. it" to be regarded as,in .equilibrium; at each instant.
leads to a temperature jump :th:m X to. Y• .

Clearly the magnitude of the te~pera.ture jUmp A7;r can be calouiated.
from equations (11), (12) and (13), and for m equaJ. to unity and
y =0.4 the result is shovm in Fig. 2. The asymptotic formula for 0"0 is

I "

15
~?<:? tA,1~

I\"'

For f ';bre . sulat . board the vaJ. 1· t d"" . 1:5,.t.l ./~.... a1... In ang , ues aa e above gave _ equ
to 12.4 ( ' .....

with Penman's diffusion relation and 1900C with Dye and Dallaville' a, .This
resu:Lt will 1$e af'1'eoted too by the value assumed for Qwhich is ori!-Y approxi
mate and which will., moreover, be influenced by changes in the chemical .
reactions occurring after ignition, but clearly the temperature jump may be
some two or three hundred degrees. Also thermaJ. capacity effects will reduce
this estimate, by an amount which cannot be calculated from this steac\v state
theory. It is interesting to note that the upper limit for this jump is less
than that set by the exhaustion of the reacting solid material - not taken
int~\aqcount in this theory. This limits the temperature jump to a maxinnlDl
of' ..,1:/co where 41 is the heat ..01' reaction per unit mass of E10lid
reactant. and c is the speoific heat.. Q£ is of' order /00 ca1/gm. Ur)
for fibre insulating board, so cP-¥'4:. .is of order 300OC.

-7-



· . .. (9). . . _
From the results of Mitchell one would eXpeot cubes ()f WOO(l fibreboard

to ignite at tem;eeratures between 180~ and 260~ if tile linear size is
between 1/5 in. ani 2 in. Over this range, which cover-s most Elxperimental
oonditions the temperature jump on ignition would be expeoted to raise the
temperature to about 550~ or less. There is thus a possibility that
oombUstion of the solid carbonaceous char to ash could just ooour.

4. Discussion and oonclusion

The self-heating equation for simultaneous heat and(~ss di.f'fusion
is derived in a fonn similar to that discussed by Buben 1) and the
insertion of numerical vaJ.ues into the relevant parameters SUggest that
in discussing the oonditions necessary for ignition in air, o:x;y-gen di.f'fusion is
not important for fibre insulating board nor therefore for dusts and sawdust
where the porosity is greater, even if the reaction depends on ·the presence of
o:x;y-gen. For wood, we should not expeot a sharply .defined or oritical vaJ.ue unless
the wood were of certain species and moreover had a significant proportion of end '
grain exposed. The effeot on the critioal parameter of any dependence of :
the reaction on o:x;ygen is not likely to be significant for fibre insulating board. :
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